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Relax and express your creative soul as you fill the delightful ink drawings with color. The box

contains 44 cards with drawings to color on one side. You can write a personal message on the

reverse, blank side.They come packed in a sturdy, portable lidded box decorated with copper foil

accents.44 Cards With Scripture From The Book of Proverbs4 1/4 x 3 1/4 InchOne-Side Printed

Extra-Heavy Card StockSturdy, Portable Lidded Box(Not Size Suitable as Postcard Mailing)

Hardcover: 44 pages

Publisher: Christian Art Gifts (November 1, 2016)

Language: English

ASIN: B01M3XQOGC

Package Dimensions:  4.1 x 3.9 x 1.3 inches

Shipping Weight: 0.2 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)

Average Customer Review:     4.4 out of 5 stars       147 customer reviews
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This is my third in the series of Christian coloring cards by this publisher. The 44 cards are inspired

by the coloring pages in their previous coloring book ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“A Garland of

GraceÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•. While the cards are similar to the book, the designs have been reduced,

cropped, and/or slightly reworked to fit the new format of a smaller card. All of the cards have

quotes and cites to the Proverbs.For me, the Proverbs are one of the first books in the Bible I

search out when I am trying to learn how I should be living my life. There are life lessons to be

learned from each quote and sometimes I find them easy and sometimes I find it more difficult even

though I know they are right.While I cannot find translation information on the cards, the coloring

book from which they are derived listed the following Bible translations used for the verses are: Holy

Bible, New International Version NIV, Holy Bible, New Living Translation, Holy Bible, Contemporary

English Version, and Holy Bible, English Standard Version.The cards are 3 1/8 x 4 1/8 inches. Eight

of the cards are in horizontal format and the rest are vertical. The color is very light ivory (almost a

warm white), the texture is slightly smooth on the design side and extremely smooth (probably with



a coating) on the reverse blank side. They are a great size for on the go.I found, with my prior sets,

that they worked wonderfully at Home Group as both women and men enjoyed finished the evening

coloring a card. I also enjoy dropping them in as a small gift with other items as well as coloring

them and using them as gift cards or a special pick-me-up gift for my friends and family. It's so nice

that at this wonderful value, I can purchase sets over again when I run out.The designs are printed

fairly small and I found that using my ultra-fine markers, smaller nib gel pens, and hard lead coloring

pencils worked the best for me. Some of the cards have very tiny areas to color but that is to be

expected with such a small coloring area.As with the previous sets, not one of of my coloring

medium bled through this paper. That includes alcohol-based markers, water-based markers, India

ink pens, and gel pens. That makes it some of the best coloring card stock I have used.My coloring

pencils worked well but there wasn't really enough surface to do much with blending; however,

when I tested them, both oil and wax based pencils blended well using a pencil style blending stick.

Nice cards to color with verses from proverbs. This small cards can make a big impact if I color one

with a bible verse on it and send it to a friend. Coincidental or not the verse usually touches their

hearts.

Bought these to give to my granddaughters to give to friends and family. They like to color and

these, I thought, would appeal to them and my oldest granddaughter really likes them.

Small enough to finish in one setting without stressing over them. These make great bookmarks;

can be used myself or color and give as gift bookmarks. Blank back gives you the ability to write a

note.

There are some very pretty pictures! Make sure you have some really fine tips to use because they

are smaller than I thought. Also I prefer the way sharpies and gel pens look on them versus regular

crayola markers. I would definitely buy again.

Love all the cards that it comes with. All beautiful pictures easy to color and pass on great

messages to others who may need it. Very happy with my purchase

Perfect size, great product, great idea! Perfect for when you want to finish something that doesn't

take forever. Inspirational.



It's really nice , I like the box it's cuteBut there litreally the size of cards I though they wold be a little

bit bigger but there's perfect to share to a friend or to simply hand them on a wall
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